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Homophone sentences worksheet

kristine44 •Adjectives vs. adverbs, correct errors, homonyms, homophones This worksheet is to practice on confusing words. There are 8 pages, 40 exercises (homophones, verbs vs. adjectives, nouns vs. verbs, etc....) in total, but you can split them into shorts ... 1 9.053 Pre-IntInt •Adjectives vs. adverbs, correction errors, homonyms, homophones This is worksheet No. 7 to
practice confusing words. 10 pages, 40 exercises (homophones, verbs vs. adjectives, nouns vs. verbs, etc... Different levels. In alphabetical order, with content ... 1 6,705 Pre-IntIntAdv kristine44 •Ajectives vs. adverbs, correction errors, homonyms, homophones This is worksheet no. 5 to practice confusing words. 8 pages, 40 exercises (homophones, verbs vs. adjectives, nouns
vs. verbs, etc....). Different levels. In alphabetical order, with c ... 1 4,449 Pre-IntInt Ruth Pardi'as An activity that allows advanced and advanced learners to revise some general vocabulary. The clues are definitions of the words needed to complete the crossword puzzle, all of which have Homo ... 1 4.704 Adv kristine44 •Adjectives vs. adverbs, correction errors, homonyms,
homophones this is worksheet number six to practice on confusing words. 10 pages, 40 exercises (homophones, verbs vs. adjectives, nouns vs. verbs, etc....). Different levels. In alphabetical order, joke ... 1 20,838 Pre-IntInt kristine44 •Adjectives vs. adverbs, correction errors, verb, homophones This worksheet contains 40 exercises to practice confusing words. Homophones,
verbs vs. adjectives, verbs vs. nouns, etc. 10 pages, in alphabetical order, with content and answer KEY. A few... 1 22,356 Pre-IntIntAdv kristine44 •Ajectives vs. adverbs, correcting errors, verb, homophones of this worksheet contains 40 exercises to practice confusing words. Homophones, homonyms, verbs vs. adjectives, verbs vs. nouns, etc. 9 pages, in alphabetical order, with
content and answer KE ... 1 20,959 ElemPre-Int El-Sayed Ramadan •Possessive pronouns, reflexive pronouns, personal pronouns, homophones are words that sound the same but have different spellings and meanings. Some examples of homophone pairs are read/reed, write/right and theirs/es. Some pronouns and pronouns/verb ... 1 31,018 Pre-IntInt kristine44 •Ajectives vs.
adverbs, correcting errors, verb, homophones this worksheet contains 40 exercises to practice confusing words. Homophones, verbs vs. adjectives, verbs vs. nouns, etc. 10 pages, in alphabetical order, with content and answer KEY. Some exa ... 1 34.076 ElemPre-Int Ruth Pardi'as This worksheet contains 28 pairs of homophones, and it can be used to focus on pronunciation of a
daily vocabulary. All words can be cut out and then paired with ... 2 27,738 All kristine44 •Other adjectives, verb, homophones This worksheet contains 40 exercises to practice confusing words. Homophones, verbs vs. adjectives, verbs vs. nouns, etc. 8 pages in in with content and answer KEY. An example ... 2 43,430 ElemPre-Int •Spelling, Homonyms, Homophones This
worksheet contains 28 pairs of homophones. It can be used to focus on pronunciation of a daily vocabulary. All words can be cut out and then paired again with dif ... 7 35,042 All •Pronunciation » Homophone Use this worksheet to help your students pronunciate diphthongs, especially those found in as. Use the first part to read and repeat words in isolation or in pairs. Use t ... 7
23,286 All Lisa Mann •Pronunciation » Homophones This is a bingo game to give students practice in distinguishing between the short e and short i-sounds (as in desk and disc). It can be changed to practice all the sounds you are working on. Ss fil ... 3 30,324 BegElemPre-Int Elena •Homophones, Flashcard Sets The worksheet contains 46 symbols of English phonetics -
consonants, vowels and stress symbol. The sounds are given with the examples of words. The flashcards can be easily printed and used ... 5 62,198 BegElemPre-Int •Young Learners, Homework, Spelling, Homophones are words that sound the same but have different spellings and meanings. I've had the flu since Monday. The birds flew to their nests. Students read the
sentences and choose the c ... 8 47,226 Elem •Young Learners, Homework, Spelling, Homophones are words that sound the same but have different spellings and meanings. Tom tied the knot at his tie. Please be careful not to break this vase. Students read the sentences and ... 5 23,951 Elem homophones are words that sound the same but have different spellings and
meanings. Students are asked to read the sentences and select the right homophone to complete each sentence. There are s ... 3 31,831 ElemPre-Int Martha •Pronunciation » Homophone This worksheet will help you check the most common homophones. It could be good for a G3 or G4 student. It contains a word search, matching activity and two questions that will help you to
infoce again ... 2 25.155 Elem •Pronunciation » Homophone Cut the mobile phone. Let your students get up and ask other students for their cell phone numbers. They must use English consonant sounds to say their mobile numbers. 4 20,164 Elem Maria del Mar Rioboé •Social Questions, ESL Songs For Teaching English, Homophones This worksheet works with pronunciation
and vocabulary on non-violence. It also has some general questions of understanding. Students first hear the song, then group the words with the s ... 6 30,151 Int BusyTeacher Contributor •ESL Songs For Teaching English, Homophones The teacher will ask students to read the words, and then choose 9, into the bingo card. When listening to the song, verify that it has been
selected the correct ones. If the student has 3 words in ... 8 33,867 All BusyTeacher Contributor •ESL Songs For Teaching English, Homophones The teacher will ask students to read the words, and then choose to put 9 bingo card. When listening to the song, verify that it has been selected the correct ones. If the student chooses 3 words in ... 5 22.510 All graziella.vannorden
•ESL Songs For Teaching English, Homophones This popular song has many rhyme words like many other songs, but on top of that has clever lyrics that play with similar sounds, so it is very useful to practice phonetic language and maybe p ... 4 16.250 Pre-IntIntAdvExam Miriam Entertaining game with matching words with different spelling but same sound. Can be used as a
game or pronunciation lesson. You can also create a vocabulary lesson with the new words in the Lis ... 28 51.096 ElemPre-IntInt practice to detect homophones with this printable activity. Students are asked to read sentences and encircle the number of sentences that homophones use correctly. Ideal for 3rd-5th grade, but can be used if necessary. Homophones worksheet 3.
You are here: Language Art &gt;&gt; Homophones &gt;&gt; Writing sentences. a hot drink made from leaves; A. Tee B. tee reading and writing. If you want to download, you need to send your own posts. Homophones Worksheet-3 . 2. Each sentence contains words that sound the same. Homophones PowerPoint. Homophones are words that sound exactly the same, but have
very different meanings. Name: _____ Homophones Worksheet 3 Scuba Kids! This resource contains two worksheets on year 3 and 4 homophones - large, rust, grown, moan, knot and not. Homophone examples, homonymous worksheets, homonymous examples HOMOPHONES-3/3 (editable with answer key) worksheet a bright color; A. red B. read . This page contains many
printable homophone worksheets that you can use in your classroom. Homophones worksheets. There Their and They're Homophones Practice Worksheet. Display all worksheets related to - Homophones and Homographs for Class 3rd Years 3 and 4 Homophones and Near Homophones Differentiated Match Up Worksheet Pack. We brought all our diving equipment to the ...
Worksheets are homonyms homographs, name homonyms and homographs work, homophones work 3 diver children, homophone cues, homophone homonyms and homographs, practice homophones, homophones and homographs, homonyms homographs ... The pdf worksheet is an excellent practice material for 4th and 5th grade students. 2. A KS2 competency resource for
writing sentences with homophones. First part: Select the right word. It is just one of the 77 worksheets available on this topic and an activity that students can like. Ww/L1.1 L2.1 Spell correctly words that are most commonly used at work, study &amp; everyday life. Homophones and ... You may also be interested in: Year 3 and 4 Homophones - Set of 28 worksheets. Worksheet-2
. Add suffixes. Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings. ... Homonym and Homophone worksheets. Subject. Frequently confused words worksheet - where, wear, were, we are. A KS2 competency resource for writing sentences with homophones. ... Find these homophones homophones along with many others on this page of homophones and
word choice worksheets. Understand that the spelling of homophones is related to meaning and grammar. We brought all our diving equipment ... First part: Select the right word. Class. Homophones cause trouble! Once you've found your worksheet, click the pop-out icon or print icon for the worksheet to print or download it. Year 3 and 4 Homophones - 150 Slide PowerPoint
Lesson Homophones to Two to Worksheet. Start the guided lesson. to travel by boat through the water; A. Sale B. Sail . Since the weather / if it was clear, my cousin and I went to the sea. Exercise. Our collection grows every day with the help of many teachers. Homophones and homographs for Class 3. Related resources. Students examine groups of homophones and choose
the best to complete each sentence. We decided to board/drill a ship that was headed into deep waters. does not work or are used; A. Idle B. For example: Her chairs were in the hall. Some of the displayed worksheets are Practicing Homophones, Homophones, Homophone Notes, Homophones, Homonyms Homographhomos Homophones, Homophones Working 3 Scuba Kids,
Homophone Work 2, Homophones Work 1 Return of Ninjas. The new version of the PrimaryLeap website completely updates our progress reporting system. This printable writing sentences with homophone worksheet is a right step ahead for boys and girls as they practice to write a total of 10 sentences, each with a homophone. 3. 1. The new version of the PrimaryLeap website
completely updates our progress reporting system. Homophones are the subject of this worksheet, which turns a classic game, dominoes, into an ESL teaching tool. The words in this activity are from the Appendix to the 3rd and 4th Year of Spelling of the National Curriculum. There, her and you are worksheet - homophones practice. We will examine this sentence of
homophones: their swrite there five sentences containing each word. 1. KS2 Homophone worksheet. This worksheet contains another 25 issues. Download all (5) Start Guided Lesson. Name: _____ Homophones Worksheet 3 Scuba Kids! Use these differentiated worksheets to practice matching homophones and near homophones - words that sound the same or similar, but have
different meanings and spellings. With... CCSS: L.2.4, L.4.5, L.5.5. Homophones and Homographs 3rd Spelling 3 3 Online Games 4 Online Exercises 5 Printable Worksheets . Homophones Worksheet-2 . to travel by boat through the water; A. Sale B. Sail . We decided to board/drill a ship that was headed into deep waters. 3. Then the students write their own sentences. Since the
weather / whether my cousin and I went to the sea. Students must select the right homophone and create sentences with the homophones. EXERCISE 3 This resource was kindly contributed by Amanda Burgess, WEA (Workers' Educational Association), Southern Region. They are an owner, it means they belong. a hot drink made from leaves; A. Tee B. tee . Hunting Zitate,
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